Whatever the Weather Samson has it Covered

Why Samson?
Samson Awnings are part of a group of companies established since 1986 specialising
in high quality domestic and commercial products. We are a family owned business with
transparent pricing policies and no hard sell tactics of any kind. We strive to ensure you
get the best value for money. You can be reassured that our products are the best available
and will be suitable for the purpose intended.

To find out more about our full range of products view
our websites or visit our centrally located showroom.
www.samsonawnings.co.uk
www.commercialawningsuk.co.uk
www.ukglassrooms.co.uk

For detailed information on any of the specialised
products we offer please email or call: 01933 274276
Superior Quality, Professionally Manufactured

Samson Awnings & Terrace Covers
6-8 Meadow Close, Finedon Road
Wellingborough, Northants NN8 4BH
Call: 01933 274276
Freephone: 0800 328 6250
enquiries@samsonawnings.co.uk

Opening Hours
Monday Friday 9.00am - 5.30pm
Saturday By appointment only
Sunday
Closed
Extensive Showroom with free parking
and many products on display.

Terrace Covers and Glass Verandas
Release the potential of your outdoor area
www.samsonawnings.co.uk

The Original Glass Veranda System

“Choose the
perfect size,

Samson Glass Verandas
The Terrazza is a glass veranda system
of the highest quality incorporating
the very best German manufacturing
processes to produce a purpose made
aluminium and glass outdoor roof.
The whole system is bespoke to suit
individual requirements in size, shape,
style and colour.
A glass veranda only usually requires a
back wall plate to an existing structure
with minimal support required for the front
posts meaning installation is fast and has
minimal disruption.
Create an all weather outdoor covered
area to ensure your outdoor plans are
never ruined by the rain again.

shape & colour
for your home“

The Terrazza has 2 distinctive roof bar
profile design options depending on the
projection. The roof is snow load tested
to very high standard levels ensuring it is
suitable for any UK weather and all rainfall
is neatly directed down to the front profile
which has a guttering channel discreetly
built in. The rainwater is collected and
directed down one or more of the support
posts to either be directed out at low level
or sent into a soakaway or existing system.
The entire aluminium framework is offered
in 56 standard colours, traditional and
modern with special colours available if
required. The roof glass is usually clear but
can also be tinted to reduce sun glare for
south facing verandas. The glass is normally
10-12mm safety glass.

Relax and Entertain your friends and
family in the Terrazza Glass Veranda.
The perfect way to gain a lot of extra
outdoor covered space.

All these additional elements help you to
create that perfect outdoor area to enjoy
the hottest summer days and nights as well
as the cooler spring and autumn evenings.
You will most likely find the glass veranda
is the most used area around your home

if specified correctly, providing the perfect
relaxation or entertaining space for you and
your friends. We all love being outdoors as
much as possible and taking control of the
great British weather makes this possible.

Whatever your requirement for sun, wind or
rain protection outdoors Samson are sure to
have a solution even though it may not be
apparent initially.

Call: 01933 274276
enquiries@samsonawnings.co.uk
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Light-filled elegance

Samson Glass Rooms
Imagine a special room that embraces
all the seasons of the year and yet
enables you to be protected from
the wind, sun and rain by the use of
various elements built into the room.

Samson Glass Rooms

Spend hours of enjoyment in your garden
glass room and let a place filled with light
and transparency work its magic on you.

An outdoor room for relaxing or enjoying
company which can be opened up to
embrace the warmth and sunshine or
closed up to protect from wind and
rain – far more use throughout the year
than any normal ‘conservatory’ can offer.
Watch the rain falling above your head, feel
the warmth of the sunshine but control the
breeze, see the outdoors with almost no
obstruction, your cherished garden
and outdoor area.
Welcome to the Samson glass room
project – design and build your own glass
room – any size, shape and finished colour.
Professionally specified, designed and
manufactured in Germany and effortlessly
installed to your home enhancing your
home in all ways and providing a very
special place for many years to come.

long established German manufacturers.
(These kind of glass rooms, or ‘winter
gardens’ as they are known, are already
very popular in Northern Europe where the
weather systems are similar to our own).
Visually and technically there are differences
which will appeal to your different
requirements and tastes. Colours, blind
options, roof designs and door systems can
all be specified for your perfect end result.
Take total control of the UK weather in
your own garden and give yourself a space
where you will spend many hours enjoying
many aspects of this new ability to take
your indoors to the outside nearly all
year round.
Whether your home is modern or very
traditional the glass room is suitable.
Minimal construction work is usually
required to enable the installation and
from order to installation is normally
around 5-6 weeks maximum.

Samson are unique in that we offer several
glass room systems, all manufactured by

See more about our glass rooms
on our specialist brochure website

www.ukglassrooms.co.uk

For further information on Samson Glass Rooms
Call: 01933 274276 or email: enquiries@samsonawnings.co.uk
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The Simple Glass Roof System for smaller applications

A Versatile System for Veranadas, Walkways and Carports

G6 Glass Veranda

The G6 veranda is a simple yet stylish glass
veranda made to measure and uses lighter
roof glass than our other models. It has
a more limited projection of around 3.2
metres but can be manufactured to any
width at all.
Just like the other lean to systems the post
supports require minimal concrete pads
and the higher back section is a simple
wall plate fitting directly to the building
or structure for support.
The rainwater guttering is an integral part
of the front profile for a neat and clean
finish. The support legs act as the drain
pipes taking the water from the front

P16 Veranda and Homestyle

profile and out at low level in most cases,
other options are possible using a soakaway
or existing drainage systems.
The standard system is in white but
almost any colour can be specified for
a small extra charge. The design and
installation of glazed or solid side infills for
extra weather protection is also available
with many options.
A ‘Victorian’ upgrade is possible giving
decorative cast aluminium sections at
the top of the support posts as well as
additional decorative detail to the vertical
posts itself.

The P16 is a polycarbonate veranda system
using the same styling as our G6 system
with the option of the Victorian upgrades
when required. It has integrated rainwater
guttering in the front profile and can be
manufactured to any width required.

10
Year

Guarantee

Order

online
for best

prices

The Homestyle is a basic polycarbonate roof
system offering use as a canopy for the
garden or a car port system. The rainwater
guttering is externally mounted in white or
brown Upvc with external downpipes for
one or more of the support legs.

Made

to order

sizes

Overview

Overview

1. Toughened 6mm Glass Roof 2. White Finish as Standard - Any RAL Colour Option
3. Integrated Rainwater Guttering 4. Victorian Upgrade on Design, Side Glazing Options

1. Same framework as the G6 Glass Veranda 2. Made to Measure Sizes
3. Optional RAL or BS colours 4. Choice of clear, opaque or bronze tint roof panels

Ideal

for DIY
installation
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The Versatile Roof System for commercial application

The Contemporary Veranda

P25 / P35 Polycarbonate Roof

The P25 and P35 polycarbonate roof
systems from Samson offer excellent value
for money and can cover enormous areas
for domestic or commercial purposes.
All the roof canopies are made to measure
and available in white from stock but also
with the option of powder coating to
almost any colour required.
The entire framework is manufactured from
aluminium and there are options on the
profile design for the front support posts.
You can either have a standard post design
or an upgrade to the ‘Victorian’ design
featuring ornate castings to give a far

more period style to the overall look of
the veranda.
The polycarbonate roof itself is offered in 3
different options of depth – 16mm, 25mm
and 35mm. All the options can be supplied
in either a clear or opal finish, offering up
to 99% UV protection.
Both the P25 and P35 polycarbonate roof
panels have a fire performance rating to
BS476 part 7 class1, EN13501 and B-s1, d0.
The roof is also strong enough to walk
on and used as a means of escape and
maintenance with the use of boards.

Stanza

The Stanza is a lighter version of our very
popular Piazza systems, an aluminium roof
system we have sold for many years now
with either a polycarbonate or glass roof
infill. The Stanza was designed to literally
let more light in with less roof support
bars than the Piazza.
The Stanza is the same structural design
with integrated rainwater guttering in the
front profile and drainage through the
support legs. The roof is available in 3 types
of triple wall polycarbonate with either a
clear, opaque or bronze tinted finish. The
roof design is very sleek and minimal
in its presentation.

The aluminium framework is available
as standard in either a cream (RAL9001),
Sepia brown or anthracite grey (RAL7016)
finish.
The Stanza has various elements that can
be added at the point of installation or
later to further enclose the sides and front
including solid glass sections, vertical fabric
blinds and sliding doors.
The sleek and unique design of the Stanza
makes it quite different visually from other
roof systems we provide and is ideal for
smaller or medium sized patio or
terrace areas.

Overview

Overview

1. Full 10 year Guarantee 2. All Aluminium Structure 3. Stainless Steel Fixings
4. High UV Protection 5. Any RAL Colour Option 6. Projections up to 6m 7. Unlimited Lengths

1. Purpose Made Sizes 2. All Aluminium Structure 3. Front and Side Infill Elements
4. Smooth, Clean Design 5. Integrated Guttering and Drainage 6. 4m Max. Projection
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The perfect way to enjoy the outdoors

Retractable Canopy,
Awning & Pergola Systems
The perfect way to enjoy the outdoors,
whatever the weather. Samson offer various
retractable canopy and awning systems,
providing fully adjustable sun shade, wind
and rain shelter over smaller or very large
areas. Constructed from durable materials
with minimal maintenance these are an
effective way to create extra space in your
outdoor area without the fuss and hassle
of an extension and all the associated
building work.

The majority of systems are constructed
from aluminium, with some options on
timber designs for the wall supported
pergola models. All the systems have
motorised roof mechanisms controlled
by various methods and also with safety
systems for more exposed sites.
Wall supported or free standing, these
systems are perfectly suited for large areas.

Enjoy the outdoors
Many options can be used to close off
some or all the sides to provide full weather
protection. These include vertical blinds,
sliding glass doors and solid infills.

LED lighting, heating, sound systems and
other elements can make the installation
an ‘outdoor room’ for all year round use.

Overview
1. All Weather Solutions 2. Free Standing or Wall Supported 3. Tough Fabric Roof Systems
4. Aluminium Louvred Roof Systems 5. Integrated Guttering 6. UV Protection
7. Electric Operated as Standard 8. Tough Colour Finish Options
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